
Join OdinSchool, Future-Proof Your Career with Data Science

Data science is definitely one of the most upcoming career areas, thanks to the huge
amount of data that is being generated and used across all industries today. As data is the
new fuel that powers businesses across all industries, Data Science has become a
fast-growing profession.

Learn Data Science with OdinSchool

OdinSchool, is an online upskilling platform that helps professionals and graduates build
their careers in high-growth technologies such as Data Science. They offer 6-month,
industry-aligned Bootcamps that are led by industry experts. OdinSchool also offers active
career services that help their learners get placed at leading organizations.

OdinSchool’s Data Science Bootcamp

OdinSchool’s Data Science Bootcamp is an immersive, industry-aligned 6-month program.
The program prepares aspiring Data Science professionals to break into the field of Data
Science and land profitable Data Science roles with good future prospects. The Bootcamp
targets the highest state of job readiness for each participant and turns them into industry
assets.

Key Features:

Cohort-based learning
Industry-vetted curriculum
Industry Partnership
Projects and Simulations
Live Weekend Classes
Formative and Summative Assessments
Interactions with Industry Experts
Dedicated Student Support
100% Placement Assistance

Who can Apply?

Anybody who has a passion for data can apply to this program, irrespective of their
backgrounds. OdinSchool has a proven record of placing freshers and working
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professionals from both IT and non-IT backgrounds at leading organizations.

How to Apply?

Follow these steps to apply to OdinSchool’s Data Science Bootcamp:

1. Apply for the Data Science Bootcamp
2. Take the admission test
3. Avail scholarships worth ₹10,000
4. Complete the fee transaction and start the Bootcamp

Why Learn Data Science?

There is a large number of job opportunities in the field and a huge demand for skilled
professionals. The current buzz around the Data Science domain is set to continue for the
foreseeable future.
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Data Science enables organizations to make smart, informed decisions that contribute to
their success. For the very same reason, Data Science professionals are in huge demand
and are paid handsomely by all industries.

Designation Average Base Salary

https://towardsdatascience.com/5-industries-becoming-defined-by-big-data-and-analytics-e3e8cc0c0cf
https://hr.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/industry/11-5-million-data-science-jobs-will-be-created-globally-by-2026-report/87800256
https://analyticsindiamag.com/how-common-are-1crore-salaries-in-data-science-in-india/#:~:text=As%20of%20today%2C%20there%20are,experience%20greater%20than%2015%20years.


Data Analyst Rs. 6,00,000 LPA

Machine Learning Engineer Rs. 8,28,067 LPA

Data Scientist Rs. 10,56,000 LPA

Data Engineer Rs. 8,00,00 LPA

Business Intelligence Developer Rs. 5,95,709 LPA

Source: Glassdoor

Is A Degree Necessary for Data Science Career?

Data Science is a fairly new industry where there is an abundance of opportunities for
skilled professionals. There are hundreds of candidates vying for Data Science positions
every year in India. But who takes the job home? Can your degree solely determine the
success of your Data Science career?

The industry has begun to accept the fact that degrees do not always guarantee someone’s
expertise in a domain. While it might get you an interview, your degree is certainly not
going to determine whether or not you get hired.

The education system still needs a huge overhaul before it’s able to properly train Data
Science aspirants in the in-demand skills. The curriculum could use an update to
accommodate changes in the industry and allow students to learn more relevant skills that
can turn them into industry assets.

Yes, the right degree can help you land an entry-level job in Data Science. But, Data Science
is an ever-evolving domain. The skill genome in Data Science, just like in any other industry,
is bound to change based on the business models and technologies adopted by various
organizations. If you are serious about advancing in your career, in-demand skills are a
necessity.

Contact Information



Reach OdinSchool at  +91 630 400 8645

Mail address : hello@odinschool.com


